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The spoofing threat and proposed solutions
Spoofing is any attack that aims to coerce GNSS receivers into generating false navigation solutions.

It is a recognised threat to GNSS receivers (both military, and a growing concern in civil)
It is hazardous if the receiver is unaware of the attack and provides false PVT solutions
Many approaches to spoofing detection have been proposed. The one we consider forms the timefrequency map of signal power correlated with the ranging code, and detects and monitors multiple
peaks
– “Multiple Peak Search and Correlation Monitoring” (Turner, 2018)

This paper focusses on how to compute this time-frequency map in a flexible and power-efficient way
using the tracking channels in a receiver ASIC currently being developed (QinetiQ Q40)
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The time-frequency map
The correlation of the signal x(t) with the ranging
code r(t), with time (delay) offset  and frequency
offset , is
𝑇
𝐶 𝜔, 𝜏 = න 𝑥 𝑡 𝑟 𝑡 − 𝜏 exp −𝑗𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝑡
0

• T is a suitable correlation interval, long enough to estimate 𝐶 𝜔, 𝜏 with sufficiently low error (high
SNR), but not too long given the likely non-stationarity of any interference and spoofing
• With no spoofing, C(,) has a single main peak at the true delay and Doppler frequency
– There may be subsidiary much smaller peaks due to noise and autocorrelation (or even cross-correlation)

sidelobes, and there may be spreading or subsidiary peaks due to multipath

• In the presence of spoofing, there is also a second peak caused by the spoofing signal – with in
general different delay and frequency offset
– It may overlap the true peak – causing spreading in delay and frequency – or be a distinct peak (as above)
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ASIC tracking channels
• The QinetiQ Q40 is a Multi-Constellation Multi-Frequency GNSS digital receiver ASIC. It contains a large
number of tracking channels, each of which contains 6 tracking gates.
• Each gate correlates the incoming signal with the ranging code at a chosen delay offset
– The gate delay offsets are all flexibly adjustable
– The carrier NCO is common to all gates

• N tracking channels can be coupled to give 6N gates
– With again a common carrier NCO and flexible delay offsets

• Once set up and started, the tracking channel runs continuously
– Dumping gates at defined intervals to software
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Using tracking channels for computation of time-frequency map
The relevant delay search range is either the whole primary period of the ranging
code, or a smaller range around the currently estimated delay of the Signal in
Space (which might in fact be the spoofed SIS).

A set of 6 gates with fixed carrier NCO frequency can be run for total time Ti as
shown producing 6 samples of C(,)
– With a single value of

 and 6 values of .

• Ti chosen so that the SNR of the correlator outputs, (C/N0)Ti, is sufficient for
spoofing detection/analysis at the lowest possible C/N0 of the true signal

– The figure illustrates integration time Ti requiring pairs of gate dumps to be summed

• But in this approach software has to restart the tracking channel (with changed
delay/frequency) for each set of 6 outputs
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Delay  relative to nominal

• The relevant Doppler range depends on the application and perceived threat.

Next block
Ti
= gate dump

0 Correlation number, k
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Using segmented correlation for computation over a range of Doppler

– The overall correlation time Ti is divided into K subsegments
– The K subsegment correlations are processed by Discrete Time

Fourier Transform (DTFT)

To avoid significant correlation loss (see lower
figure), the outputs are computed
(a) only over the range –0.25/Ti to +0.25/Ti Hz, and
(b) on a discrete grid spacing of 0.5/Ti Hz.

Next block

Delay  relative to nominal

Segmented (or “swivelling”) correlation is a known technique
for efficient frequency-offset-tolerant correlation (e.g. for use in
acquisition)

Ti

DTFT

= gate dump
Doppler
offset (Hz)
1/Ti
0.5/Ti
0
–0.5/Ti
1/Ti

0 Correlation number, k

– The DTFT may be computed by Zero Padded FFT

In the upper illustration K = 4, and each processed
block produces 6-delay x 4-frequency samples of
C(,)

Max loss
due to (b)

In the lower illustration K = 16
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Max loss
due to (a)
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Progressive scanning in delay
• To avoid restarting the tracking channel often, the channel can be made
to sweep slowly in delay
– By offsetting its delay NCO slightly from the nominal chip rate of the signal of

• e.g. to make a single gate generate N-chip correlations of duration Ti =
10ms progressively later by 𝛼𝑇𝑘𝑐 = 0.25s, reduce delay NCO frequency
(chips/second) in the ratio 1 + 𝛼Τ𝑁 = 10m / (10m + 0.25)  1–2.5e–5
• But this is inefficient for a 6-gate tracking channel. Instead choose to
process K = 6 segment correlations. Make the scan factor faster
1 + 6 𝛼Τ𝑁 = 10m / (10m + 6  0.25). Then from each gate each
dump is later than the previous by the desired amount (0.25 s)
• Now process 6-dump blocks as shown using segmented correlation
• This generates delay x frequency samples of C(,) at the same rate but
without tracker channel restarts
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Gate 0

Delay relative to nominal

interest
– So that over the course of a correlation (duration Ti) its delay
increases/decreases by the required amount

Gate 5

𝛼𝑇𝑘𝑐
Correlation k output time = 𝑘 𝑁 + 𝛼 𝑇𝑘𝑐
0

Correlation number, k
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Limitations of basic progressive scan
The basic progressive scan method works – as shown
– It is flexible in delay-spacing

– But is limited to 6-segment correlations to match the number

of gates in one tracking channel

Figure shows two L1C/A signals separated by (for clarity)
5s, 3dB and 48Hz; Ti = 10ms, α = 0.25 chips.
– Output SNR of larger (42dBHz) signal = 22dB

– Outputs 7 frequency bins at 50Hz spacing every 10ms –

span is –150 to +150 Hz
– Takes (10ms/6)  1023/0.25 = 6.8 s to search complete
primary code length (1ms) for a 1Mchip/s signal
– but only (e.g.) 68ms to search 10 s (though 10 times longer
for 10Mchip/s)

To achieve higher output SNR the total correlation
duration may be increased
– but if the number of subsegments stays the same the

frequency span of one pass is decreased
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An extension to single tracker channel scanning
Still using a single tracker channel comprising 6 gates,
the delay scan rate could be halved
– Now the successive gate dumps are delayed by 0.125 chips

To produce outputs at 0.25-chip spacing, the dumps
could be processed as shown in the figure above, as an
approximate 12-segment segmented correlator
– Additional approximation because the delays in each block

are not all equal

If the total correlation duration remains the same
– As illustrated
– the frequency span of one pass is doubled (±300 Hz)

– But other parameters are the same (SNR, time to scan)
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Single tracker channel scanning extension (cont)
Or if the total correlation duration is doubled (to 20ms)
– the frequency span of one pass is unchanged (±150 Hz)

– But the SNR is increased by 3dB - Output SNR of larger

(42dBHz) signal illustrated = 25dB
– so output SNR of a 30dBHz signal would be 13dB
– Scan rate is halved - Takes (20ms/6)  1023/0.25 = 13.64 s
to search complete primary code length (1ms), or (e.g.)
136ms to search 10 s (for a 1Mchip/s signal)
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Multiple tracker channel options
There are many ways to double the scan rate by using
two coupled tracker channels each comprising 6 gates
– If the desired frequency search range is large enough to

merit 12-segment correlation, two channels can be coupled
to make effectively a 12-gate correlator
– This is illustrated (right) with 20ms correlation (to bring a
30dBHz signal to 13dB SNR) but giving the same scan rate
as the originally-illustrated 6-gate scanning system
– Or a desired delay-frequency search range can be divided
into two (or more) delay-frequency patches, each scanned
by one tracking channel
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Advantages and disadvantages of the tracker-based approach
The ASIC tracking channels are power efficient
– Short wordlengths are used (e.g. by suitable gain control, the signal wordlength may be kept small, e.g. 4 bits for I, 4 for Q,

the carrier phase NCO multiplier may use the same short wordlength, and a ranging code multiplier is a switched negater).

If a scan is required over a large delay-frequency range, the tracker-based approach is much slower than
– A block FFT-based approach (e.g. Richardson et al., 2016), or
– A dedicated Fast Acquisition Unit, such as there is in the Q40 ASIC
– These perform parallel correlations over (typically) a large delay-frequency range

However it is likely that the correlation function will only be required over much smaller ranges
– i.e. small ranges around the delay and frequency of the signal currently being tracked
– If you start knowing position then you can discount gates that are beyond a ‘guard’ range (perhaps a few km which would be

~10s, hence ~10 [100] chips for 1 [10] Mchip/s)

The tracker-based approach is well suited to computing that energy-efficiently
– Also, the rate at which the spoofer changes its delay and Doppler offset is low (if it is to appear realistic as a signal)
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Peak search and correlation distortion monitoring for spoofing detection
This technique (Turner, 2018) provides a valuable contribution to spoofing detection
Forming the time-frequency map over a suitable region is an essential first stage, as we have discussed
There are challenges to be overcome – particularly in distinguishing between multipath and spoofing
We believe that to achieve reliable spoofing detection will often require tracking the signals (true and spoofed)
over a longer time period.
– In the Q40 architecture that is done by setting different tracking channels (which have very low power consumption) onto

each peak
– And to characterise dispersed (spread) peaks, if 6 gates are insufficient then tracking channels can be coupled to put a
wider spread of gates across the peak

CONCLUSIONS
The tracker-based approach provides a power-efficient and flexible technique for generating the time-frequency
correlation map needed for spoofing detection using “peak search and correlation distortion monitoring”
Its flexibility is well-matched to the likely need to generate the time-frequency map over only limited ranges and to
track and characterise the detected peaks over a longer time
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